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Abstract

Solid-phase immunoassays are based on the use of appropriate ligands and solid

supports. In order to investigate the influence of the solid support on the interaction

process, a predictive model of antibody/antigen interaction has been developed.

Parameters of this model are estimated from dedicated experiments like Surface Plas-

mon Resonance and affinity chromatography by using least squares optimization tech-

niques. Affinity chromatography is of great interest because, unlike Surface Plasmon

Resonance, it enables estimation of kinetic parameters on any solid support used in

immunoassays.

The approach described above is illustrated through the kinetic modeling of the in-
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teractions between Free Prostate-Specific Antigen and immobilized anti-Free Prostate-

Specific Antigen antibody.

Keywords: Immunoassays, Kinetic modeling, Surface Plasmon Resonance, Affinity

chromatography, Parameter estimation.

Introduction

Immunoassay technique is one of the most efficient and reliable tools used for in vitro di-

agnostics to detect the presence or measure the concentration of a molecule of interest in

a biological sample. It mainly relies on the specific recognition between an antigen and an

antibody.1 In solid-phase immunoassays, ligands (usually antibodies) specific to the analytes

to be detected (usually antigens) are immobilized on a solid surface to adsorb the analytes

of interest and separate them from the rest of the biological sample components. During

solid-phase immunoassay design, sensitivity, specificity and time-to-result need to be opti-

mized by the choice of appropriate ligands to specifically capture the analyte of interest as

well as the solid support (material and design) or the flow-rate of the liquid which contains

the molecules to be detected. Classically, these choices are made empirically.2 Better under-

standing and predicting the complex molecular interactions that occur in the different steps

of a diagnostic immunoassay could be useful in order to: identify the critical parameters of

immunoassays and improve the immunoassays.3 The objectives of this work are: to develop

a predictive model of antibody/antigen interaction kinetics in immunoassays; to build an

experimental tool to study antibody/antigen interactions and validate the predictive model;

to estimate model parameters characterizing antigen/antibody interaction kinetics from ex-

perimental curves by using least squares optimization technique. This approach is supported

by the fact that the characterization of antigen/antibody interaction kinetics plays a major

role for the selection of the best molecules for immunoassays.2,4–7
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Several analytical techniques can be used to study the kinetics of biological interactions.

Stopped-flow analysis and capillary electrophoresis allow to examine the kinetics of biological

interactions in solution while Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) and affinity chromatogra-

phy allow to investigate the interactions between an analyte in solution and an immobilized

ligand.8 Given that antibody conformation can be modified when immobilized,2,9–14 SPR

and affinity chromatography are the most appropriate methods to study interactions oc-

curring in solid-phase immunoassays. Although SPR is generally considered as the gold

standard to determine kinetic parameters of protein interactions,3,15–18 in this study affinity

chromatography has also been used. Unlike SPR, this separation-based approach makes

possible the use of almost any support or surface.8 The possibility to immobilize ligands on

solid supports is of great interest for this study because antibody conformation can change

depending on the properties of the support where it is immobilized9,11,12,19,20 which affect

their affinity with antigen.2,21 It has been reported in literature that the support used for

ligand immobilization can affect the kinetics of protein-protein interaction.15,22

In this study, kinetic parameters characterizing the interactions between Free Prostate-

Specific Antigen (FPSA) and an anti-Free Prostate-Specific Antigen (anti-FPSA) antibody

immobilized on two different supports are determined with SPR and affinity chromatography

experiments. Results obtained with the two tools are compared.

A commercial system named BiacoreTM is used for SPR measurements. SPR is a decrease

of reflected light intensity that occurs for a particular reflection angle (SPR angle) when

incident polarized light hits a thin metal film (gold for example) between two media of dif-

ferent refractive indexes. SPR angle depends on the refractive index of the second medium.

BiacoreTM systems use a sensor chip composed of a glass slide (first medium) coated with a

thin gold film. Ligands (second medium) are immobilized on the sensor surface thanks to a

layer of flexible polymer for example.23 When the liquid containing analytes flows over the

sensor surface, analytes bind with ligands, the refractive index of the second media is modi-
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fied and so is the SPR angle. Concentration of analytes bound to ligands can be correlated

to SPR angle shifts.24 Thus, by monitoring changes in the SPR angle as a function of time,

the BiacoreTM system enables to follow in real-time the concentration of analyte bound to

the ligands without the need of any fluorescent, electro-chemical or radioactive label. This

information is then used to extract kinetic parameters characterizing interactions between

ligands and analytes by assuming that the analyte concentration in the liquid flow remains

constant and uniform.

For affinity chromatography experiments, an in-house tool is used. Antibodies are immo-

bilized on a packed bed of non-porous pellets made of a polymeric material and placed in

a column. Then, a solution containing antigens specific to the immobilized antibodies is

injected at the inlet of the system. Outlet antigen concentration is measured to obtain

breakthrough curves. In parallel, a kinetic model of the experimental system that takes

into account mass transfer processes as well as adsorption and desorption steps has been

developed and implemented in MATLAB R© and solved using finite-difference method. Pa-

rameters of the model are estimated by minimizing the difference between experimental and

simulated data with nonlinear least-squares fitting method for different flow rates and inlet

concentrations.

Material and methods

Biological model

In this work, the analyte used is FPSA. FPSA is a glycoprotein which has a molecular

weight of 30,000 Daltons.25 Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) is principally produced by the

glandular epithelium of the prostate, and is secreted in the seminal fluid. PSA is also present

in blood under three main forms.26,27 The main immunoreactive form is PSA bound to Alpha-

1-antichymotrypsin. FPSA is the other immunoreactive form. The third main form of PSA

cannot be detected by enzyme immunoassay tests. PSA levels rise in prostatic pathologies
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such as Benign Prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH) or prostate cancer.28 The percentage of FPSA

in serum is significantly higher in patients with BPH than in patients with prostate cancer.29

Thus, the ratio of FPSA concentration over total PSA concentration can help to differentiate

between BPH and prostate cancer.

Antibodies anti-FPSA are used as ligands in our experiment.

Surface Plasmon Resonance experiments

SPR experiments are performed using the BiacoreTM T100 optical biosensor (GE Health-

care Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden). BiacoreTM data is interpreted with GE Healthcare

software Biacore T100 Evaluation Software version 2.0.2. The Sensor Chip CM5 (GE Health-

care, reference BR100530) is used. Carboxymethylated dextran is covalently attached to the

gold surface of this sensor chip. Polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibodies

from Mouse Antibody Capture Kit (GE Healthcare, reference BR100838) are immobilized

on carboxymethylated dextran. Dilutions are performed with HBS-EP+ Buffer 10x (0.1 M

HEPES, 1.5 M NaCl, 0.03 M EDTA and 0.5 % v/v Surfactant P20, GE Healthcare, refer-

ence BR100826). First liquid phase antigen concentration needs to be determined and then

kinetic experiments are performed, both at 310 K.

Antigen concentration determination

In order to determine the concentration of the antigen solution, several cycles are performed

under mass transport limitation conditions. The first step of each cycle consists in a 180

second injection of anti-FPSA antibodies at a concentration of 300 µg/mL at 10 µL/min.

Anti-FPSA antibodies are captured by the rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibodies.

Then FPSA is injected during 36s at 5 or 100 µL/min (association phase) and then desorb

during 5s (dissociation phase) at the same flow rate. Finally, sensor chip is regenerated with

HCL 50 mM injected at 10 µL/min during 120s. Different dilutions of antigens are tested

to determine which dilution is optimal to be under mass transport limitation (linear curve
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during association phase). At optimal antigen dilution, 4 cycles are performed with FPSA

injection at 5 µL/min and 4 cycles are performed with FPSA injection at 100 µL/min. 8

blank cycles (with no anti-FPSA antibodies immobilized) are also performed with the same

parameters as the sample cycles. After blank subtraction, “Calibration Free Concentration

Assay” fits the 1:1 interaction kinetic model to the data, with mass transport parameters

calculated from the supplied diffusion coefficient and molecular weight, and with the analyte

concentration set as a globally fitted variable.30

Kinetic parameter determination

Cycles of three steps are also performed for kinetic experiments but not under mass trans-

port limitation. During the first cycle step anti-FPSA antibodies are injected at a lower

concentration, 2 µg/mL, during 180s at 10 µL/min to be captured by the rabbit anti-mouse

immunoglobulin antibodies. Then FPSA is injected at different concentrations (0.625 nM,

1.25 nM, 2.5 nM, 5 nM, 10 nM, and 20 nM) during 120s (association phase) and then desorb

during 600s (dissociation phase) at 30 µL/min. Finally, sensor chip is regenerated with HCL

50 mM injected at 10 µL/min during 120s. 6 blank cycles (with no anti-FPSA antibodies

immobilized) are also performed with the same parameters as the sample cycles. After blank

subtraction, “Surface-bound kinetics” option of Biacore T100 evaluation software is used to

extract kinetic parameters by fitting a 1:1 binding model to the data.30

Affinity chromatography experiments

Description of affinity chromatography experimental set-up

In affinity chromatography, a ligand is immobilized on a chromatographic support in an

affinity column while an analyte, complementary to the ligand and diluted in a fluid carrier,

is injected at a constant concentration at the inlet of the column at time t=0 (step input).

Analyte concentration is measured at the outlet of the column and elution curves can be

plotted (analyte concentration versus time or versus volume of mobile phase that has crossed
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the column from t=0). The observed elution profile or breakthrough curve for the injected

analyte is then used to extract information on the kinetics of interaction between analyte

and ligand and mass transfer.31–34 In this study, as affinity chromatograph, ÄKTAprime plus

from GE Healthcare is used. ÄKTAprime plus original fluid path has been modified (see

Figure 1). The tubing characteristics are given in Figure 1 and in Table 1.

Figure 1: Schema representing the ÄKTAprime plus modified fluid path (schema adapted
from ÄKTAprime plus user manual - GE Healthcare). The length of tubing is directly
reprensented in millimeters in the schema.

Table 1: Characteristics of tubing in the schema in Figure 1

Tubing Tubing Material
designation i.d., o.d.
A1, A2 3.2 mm, 3/16” Teflon
W3 1.0 mm, 1/16” PEEK
Gx .F1 0.75 mm, 1/16” PEEK
Union, i.d. 1/16” PEEK
male/male

Analytes are antigens, while ligands are antibodies. The material chosen for the chro-
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matographic support in the column is Styrene Butadiene Copolymer (SBC), commercialized

as 2mm radius granules. Chromatography column length is 5cm and column inner diame-

ter is 4mm. Chromatographic support is introduced either as 2mm-radius granules either

as smaller particles obtained by grinding the 2mm-radius granules. SBC is ground with a

cryogenic grinder to prevent it from melting. Then it is sieved with a stack of 4 sieves with

different mesh sizes: 630 µm (at the top of the stack), 500 µm, 400 µm and 250 µm (at

the bottom of the stack). Particles retained by the 250 µm mesh size are collected to fill

the chromatography column. Particle size analysis showed that distribution is monomodal

and that the mean diameter for the number distribution is 314 µm and the standard devi-

ation is 94 µm. Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method35 showed that SBC particles are

non-porous.

Affinity chromatography experimental protocol

Styrene Butadiene Copolymer functionalization The chromatography column is filled

with SBC particles and placed in ÄKTAprime plus fluid path as shown in Figure 1. Func-

tionalization is then performed. SBC functionalization consists in the immobilization of

antibodies with an antibody solution called sensitization solution (antibody concentration:

15µg/mL).

Inlet and outlet tubes are immersed in the same bottle of sensitization solution. Sensiti-

zation solution is continuously injected in the system at a flow rate of 1mL/min during 18

to 24 hours.

Passivation Two passivation steps are performed. The first passivation step is performed

without chromatography column and before functionalization step. The aim is to adsorb

Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) until surface saturation in order to prevent later antibody

and antigen adsorption in the system. The second passivation step is performed with chro-

matography column after SBC functionalization. This step is performed once antibodies
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have been immobilized on SBC. It aims at stabilizing antibody immobilization. It also aims

at adsorbing BSA on SBC surfaces where no antibody has been immobilized. This will pre-

vent antigens from adsorbing on SBC free surfaces and ensure that captured antigens are

not trapped on SBC but only by antibodies.

Passivation is performed with ÄKTAprime plus. Inlet and outlet tubes are immersed

in the same bottle of passivation solution, a solution containing BSA and provided by

bioMérieux. Passivation solution is continuously injected in the system at a flow rate of

1mL/min during 18 to 24 hours.

Breakthrough and purge experiments Chromatography experiments have been per-

formed by using the modified fluid path (see Figure 1).

Position 1 of the ÄKTAprime plus buffer valve is connected with a tube to a bottle filled

with the antigen diluent buffer. Position 2 of the ÄKTAprime plus buffer valve is connected

with a tube to a bottle filled with PSA diluted in the diluent at a concentration corresponding

between 8 and 10ng/mL. First, the diluent buffer is continuously injected in the system, the

buffer valve being set in position 1. Then, the buffer valve is switched from position 1 to

position 2. It is the breakthrough: antigens are continuously injected in the system and will

be captured by the antibodies immobilized on the SBC particles. Then, the buffer valve is

switched from position 2 back to position 1. It is the purge: antigens are no longer being

injected in the system and desorb from the antibodies. During experiments, all reagents and

the column are immersed in water maintained at 310 K by a thermostatic bath.

Antigen concentration determination During breakthrough and purge, thanks to the

fraction collector of ÄKTAprime plus (see Figure 1), fractions of 0.5mL are collected at the

outlet of the column at defined sample times. FPSA concentration of each fraction is then

measured with the VIDAS R© instrument and the FPSA assay kit (bioMérieux reference 30

440).
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Residence time distribution experiments (RTD)

In order to characterize the hydrodynamics of the column and of the tubing before the

column, RTD experiments have been performed. The tracer used in the RTD experiments is

NaCl and is diluted in the buffer used to dilute the antigen in the breakthrough experiments

at a concentration of 100g/L. Position 1 of the ÄKTAprime plus buffer valve is connected

with a tube to a bottle filled with the diluent. Position 2 of the ÄKTAprime plus buffer

valve is connected with a tube to a bottle filled with NaCl diluted in the diluent buffer

(see Figure 1). A volume of 0.1mL of NaCl solution is injected in the system by switching

the buffer valve from position 1 to position 2 and then switching the buffer valve from

position 2 back to position 1. Conductivity is measured at the outlet to monitor NaCl

concentration (conductivity sensor represented by a circle labeled with ’cond’ in Figure 1).

RTD experiments have been performed:

• without chromatography column

The aim is to characterize the flow before the column. Four flow rates have been used:

0.5mL/min, 1mL/min, 2mL/min and 5mL/min.

• with chromatography column filled with ground SBC particles

The aim is to characterize the column hydrodynamics with ground particles. Three

flow rates have been used: 0.5mL/min, 1mL/min and 5mL/min.

• with chromatography column filled with not ground SBC particles

The aim is to characterize the column hydrodynamics with not ground particles. Two

flow rates have been used: 0.5mL/min and 1mL/min.
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Mathematical modeling and parameter estimation strat-

egy

Mathematical model of the column

To describe the binding of analytes (antigens) with ligands (antibodies) immobilized on

non-porous particles to form antigen/antibody complexes, a mathematical model has been

developed. This model, which is one dimensional and which supposes spherical particles is

detailed in this section. First the analyte mass balances for the fluid and the solid phase will

be detailed. Then the models used for hydrodynamics, mass transfer and kinetics will be ex-

posed. Finally, the strategies for equation treatment, model implementation and parameter

estimation will be explained.

Analyte mass balances

Mass balance in the fluid phase The mass balance of free analyte in the fluid phase

can be written:

∂N(z, t)

∂z
+
∂Cf (z, t)

∂t
+Nech(z, t)

3

R

1− ε
ε

= 0 (1)

with N (mol.m−2.s−1) the flux of analyte along the z axis, Cf (mol.m−3) the volume con-

centration of analyte in solution, Nech (mol.m−2.s−1) the flux of analyte exchanged between

the liquid phase and the solid phase, R (m) the radius of a particle and ε the interstitial

void fraction of the packed bed.

Mass balance in the solid phase The mass balance of analyte in the solid phase (that

is to say the analyte bound to ligand) is:

∂Cs(z, t)

∂t
=

3

R
Nech(z, t) (2)

with Cs (mol.m−3), the volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand.
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Hydrodynamic model

Flow through a packed bed of particles is generally represented by the axially dispersed plug

flow model.36 The flux of analyte along the z axis is written:

N(z, t) = vCf (z, t)−Dax
∂Cf (z, t)

∂z
(3)

where Cf is the analyte concentration in the liquid phase or bulk concentration. In order to

take into account the fact that the liquid velocity is not uniform on the cross section of the

column, the analyte convected flux vCf is corrected by the axial dispersion term where Dax

is the axial dispersion coefficient (m2.s−1). Considering that the interstitial fluid velocity, v

(m.s−1), is uniform according to z as well as the axial dispersion coefficient, the derivative

is:

∂N(z, t)

∂z
= v

∂Cf (z, t)

∂z
−Dax

∂2Cf (z, t)

∂z2
(4)

Fluid-solid mass transfer model: the film model

An immunoassay is not only driven by dynamic association and dissociation processes. Before

binding to ligands, analytes must first be transported to the solid surface. It has been shown

that when a fast analyte/ligand association rate occurs, the global association process can be

limited by the transport of analyte to the solid surface.37,38 Similarly, if dissociation between

analyte and ligand is fast, the dissociation process can be limited by the transport of analyte

away from the solid surface.

When mass transport limitation cannot be avoided because of experimental constraints,

a model including mass transport has to be used.39 A simple model has been described to

take into account mass transfer: the film model. The model, illustrated in Figure 2, is based

on a two-step process:

• the first step is the transport of analyte from the bulk to the solid surface characterized

by the mass transport coefficient kc (m.s−1),40
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• the second step is the binding of analyte with immobilized ligand characterized by the

intrinsic association and dissociation rate constants kon (m3.mol−1.s−1) and koff (s−1),

respectively.

Figure 2: Diagram of mathematical model. Analyte (antigens in this work) are represented
by orange diamonds in the diagram, while ligands (antibodies in this work) are represented
in green.

The flux of analyte Nech (mol.m−2.s−1) as given by the film model (40) is proportional

to the difference between the bulk concentration Cf and the concentration of the fluid phase

in contact with the solid surface Cint (mol.m−3):

Nech(z, t) = kc(Cf (z, t)− Cint(z, t)) (5)

The Sherwood number: Sh = 2Rkc
Dm

is the dimensionless group characterizing film mass

transfer,36 with Dm the analyte molecular diffusivity in the fluid phase (m2.s−1). Accord-

ing to Wilson and Geankoplis correlation,36,41 for Reynolds number (Re = ρvε2R
µ

) smaller

than 55 (where ρ (kg.m−3) and µ (kg.m−1.s−1) are the fluid density and dynamic viscos-

ity, respectively), Sh = 1.09
ε
Re0.33Sc0.33 with Sc = µ

ρDm
the Schmidt number. The mass

transport coefficient kc can thus be expressed as a function of volumetric fluid flow rate f

(m3.s−1), particle diameter R and void fraction of the packed bed ε: kc = α 1
ε
R

−2
3 f

1
3 with
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α = 1.09D
2
3
mS

−1
3 2

−2
3 where S (m2) is the section of the chromatography column. Unlike

kc, α is the same for all experiments performed in this work and can be estimated from all

experiments. It is independent of radius of particle, flow rate and void fraction of the packed

bed.

Kinetic model

The simplest model for the binding of an analyte to a ligand is the 1:1 interaction model.42

When equilibrium is reached, this model leads to the well known Langmuir model.

The rate of the adsorption process, rads (mol.m−3.s−1), can be written:

rads(z, t) = konCint(z, t)(Cs,max − Cs(z, t)) (6)

The rate of the desorption process, rdes (mol.m−3.s−1), can be written:

rdes(z, t) = koffCs(z, t) (7)

kon is the association rate constant (m3.mol−1.s−1) and koff is the dissociation rate constant

(s−1). Cs,max (mol.m−3) is the maximum volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand

(and also the maximum volume concentration of free ligand).

Equality of flows

At this point we have three unknowns (Cf ,Cint and Cs) but only two equations (the analyte

mass balances in fluid and in solid). Further hypothesis need to be made. The volume of

the film is very small, consequently it can be assumed that it does not accumulate analyte.

We thus get:

Nech(z, t)dSech = radsdVs − rdesdVs (8)

dVs is the volume of solid in the infinitely small column element of thickness dz and
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dSech the infinitesimal exchanged area between the liquid phase and the solid phase. Using

equations (5), (6) and (7), Cint can thus be expressed as a function of Cf and Cs:

Cint(z, t) =
Cf (z, t) +

koffR

3kc
Cs(z, t)

1 + konR
3kc

(Cs,max − Cs(z, t))
(9)

The mass balance of free analyte in the fluid phase (1) becomes:

∂Cf (z, t)

∂t
= −∂N(z, t)

∂z

− 3kc
R

1− ε
ε

(Cf (z, t)−
Cf (z, t) +

koffR

3kc
Cs(z, t)

1 + konR
3kc

(Cs,max − Cs(z, t))
) (10)

The mass balance of analyte in the solid phase (2) becomes:

∂Cs(z, t)

∂t
=

3kc
R

(Cf (z, t) −
Cf (z, t) +

koffR

3kc
Cs(z, t)

1 + konR
3kc

(Cs,max − Cs(z, t))
) (11)

Change of variables and nondimensionalization

The column model above described contains many parameters to be estimated by fitting

the model to breakthrough experiments. A preliminary analysis can be performed to try to

reduce the size of the optimization problem. The first idea is to formulate the model by using

dimensionless variables in the liquid: ξ = z
L

and ψf (z, t) =
Cf (z,t)

Cadim
where L (m) is the column

length and Cadim (mol.m−3) is a reference concentration. In the same way, a dimensionless

variable Cs(z,t)
Cs,max

could be used for the solid phase analyte concentration but a better choice

exists by defining the following concentration C∗(z, t):

Cs(z, t)

Cs,max
=

kon
koff

C∗(z, t)

1 + kon
koff

C∗(z, t)
(12)

C∗(z, t) (mol.m−3) is the concentration of a fluid phase that would be at equilibrium
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with the solid phase at each time and position according to the Langmuir model.43,44 This

concentration can also be transformed into a dimensionless variable: ψ∗(z, t) = C∗(z,t)
Cadim

.

From structural parameters identifiability analysis, such a change of state variable for the

stationary phase representation has proved to reduce the number of independent parameters

of chromatographic column models that can be theoretically estimated from a breakthrough

experiment (45,46).

Another advantage of the change of state variable (12) is that, if the initial conditions of

the column correspond to an equilibrium state before the inlet step concentration is applied

(this condition is generally satisfied), the entire initial concentration profiles are measured

since in this case: C∗(z, t = 0) = Cf (z, t = 0) = Cf (z = L, t = 0). This is a great advantage

since the initial equilibrium condition Cs(z,t)
Cs,max

= kon
koff

Cf (z,t)

1+ kon
koff

Cf (z,t)
does not need to be included

in the parameter estimation procedure when the initial conditions are not zero. Such non

zero initial equilibrium conditions have been used for example for studying mass transfer

through zeolites by chromatographic techniques (47,48).

In our case, surface equilibrium is not reached and the change of state variable (12) does

not lead to a decrease of the number of structurally identifiable parameters but the second

advantage that is linked to the initial equilibrium conditions remains.

The mass balances in solid and liquid phases become:

∂ψ∗

∂t
= koff (1 +

kon
koff

Cadimψ
∗)2

ψf − ψ∗

1 + kon
koff

Cadimψ∗ + tckonCs,max
(13)

∂ψf
∂t

= − 1

t0

∂ψf
∂ξ

+
1

Pet0

∂2ψf
∂ξ2

− 1− ε
ε

konCs,max(ψf − ψ∗)

1 + kon
koff

Cadimψ∗ + tckonCs,max
(14)

with t0 = L
v

=
Vf
f

(time constant characteristic of flow in the column in s), Pe = vL
Dax

(Peclet number) and tc = R
3kc

= R

3α 1
ε
R

−2
3 f

1
3

(time constant characteristic of mass transport

processes in s). Vf , the volume of fluid in the chromatography column (m3) is obtained

by subtracting the volume of solid obtained by weighing to the volume of the column. Pe
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is estimated with nonlinear least-squares fitting method from Residence Time Distribution

(RTD) measurements with sodium chloride as a tracer at different flow rates. kon, koff ,

Cs,max and α are the parameters to be estimated from affinity chromatography experiments.

As it can be seen in equations (13) and (14), the change of state variable (12) allows

expressing the analyte flux between the bulk and the solid surface as a function of a global

driving force ψf (ξ, t)− ψ∗(ξ, t) and a global non linear mass transfer resistance (43).

Mathematical model of the tubing

Mass balance The mass balance of analyte in the fluid phase in the tubes before the

column is:

∂ψtubes
∂t

= − 1

t0,tubes

∂ψtubes
∂ξtubes

+
1

Petubest0,tubes

∂2ψtubes
∂ξ2tubes

(15)

with ψtubes(ξtubes, t) the normalized antigen concentration in the tubes before the column,

Petubes the Péclet number of flow in the tubes before column, t0,tubes the time constant

characteristic of flow in the tubes in s, t0,tubes = Vtubes
f

with Vtubes the volume of tubing before

the column.

Implementation of the mathematical model

Equations (13), (14) and (15) can be numerically integrated with the following initial and

boundary conditions.

Initial conditions

At the beginning of each experiment (t = 0), the system is considered at equilibrium. Dimen-

sionless fluid analyte volume concentration is thus considered uniform in the whole system

and equal to the first measurement of dimensionless analyte volume concentration at the

outlet of the system, ψf,exp(t = 0). Thus, the initial conditions considered are:
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• for the tubes preceding the column:

∀ξtubes, ψtubes(ξtubes, t = 0) = ψf,exp(t = 0) (16)

• for the column:

∀ξ, ψf (ξ, t = 0) = ψ∗(ξ, t = 0) = ψf,exp(t = 0) (17)

Boundary conditions

At the inlet of the system (after the buffer valve, at the inlet of G0 tube, ξtubes = 0),

the dimensionless analyte concentration is considered equal to the analyte dimensionless

concentration ψe(t) in the inlet flow:

∀t, ψtubes(ξtubes = 0+, t) = ψe(t) (18)

At the outlet of the system (outlet of the column, ξtubes = 1), the gradient concentration

is assumed to be zero :

∀t, ∂ψf (ξ = 1−, t)

∂ξ
= 0 (19)

Connection conditions

At the boundary separating the column from tubing preceding them (ξtubes = 1, ξ = 0), the

connection conditions are:

∀t, ψf (ξ = 0+, t) = ψtubes(ξtubes = 1, t) (20)

and:

∀t, ∂ψtubes(ξtubes = 1−, t)

∂ξtubes
= 0 (21)
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Numerical resolution

Space discretization is needed to implement in MATLAB R© the mathematical models of

tubing before column and of column (1D models). The finite-difference method is used to

transform Partial Differential Equation (PDE) into Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE).

The obtained set of ODEs is then solved by an ODE solver in MATLAB R©.

Parameter estimation

Parameters of the model are estimated by minimizing the difference between experimental

and simulated data with nonlinear least-squares fitting method and trust-region-reflective

algorithm. The following criteria, the sum of square errors, is minimized:

D(P ) =

Nexp∑
i=1

(ψf,exp(t = texp,i)− ψf (ξ = 1, t = texp,i))
2 (22)

texp,i are the experimental time points at which outlet concentration is measured in s. P

is the vector of parameter and Nexp is the number of experimental points. From RTD ex-

periments without chromatography column, the following vector of parameter is estimated:

P =

Petubes
Vtubes

. From RTD experiments with chromatography column, the following pa-

rameter is estimated: P = Pe. From breakthrough and purge experiments, the following

vector of parameter is estimated: P =



kon

koff

Cs,max,ground

Cs,max,notground

α


. Cs,max,ground corresponds to the

maximum volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand on ground SBC particles while

Cs,max,notground corresponds to maximum volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand

on not ground SBC pellets.
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Confidence intervals of Pestim, the estimated vector of parameter, can be evaluated:49

Pestim,j − tstud
√
Vjjσ2 < Pj < Pestim,j + tstud

√
Vjjσ2 (23)

σ2 is the variance and can be estimated by dividing the sum of square error by the degrees

of freedom (the difference between Nexp and k the number of parameters):

σ2 =
D(Pestim)

Nexp − k
(24)

tstud is a variable following the Student distribution with Nexp − k degrees of freedom and

Vij is defined as follows:

Vij =

{
H−1

2

}
ij

with H =

{
∂2D(Pestim)

∂Pi∂Pj

}
ij

(25)

where H is the Hessian matrix. Correlation between estimated parameters can be eval-

uated. Corrij is the correlation coefficient between Pestim,i and Pestim,j:

Corrij =
Vij√
ViiVjj

(26)

Results and discussion

Surface Plasmon Resonance results

From Biacore T100 experiments for different FPSA concentrations (0.625 nM, 1.25 nM,

2.5 nM, 5 nM, 10 nM, and 20 nM), kon,biacore and koff,biacore parameters are estimated to

1.4 × 103m3.mol−1.s−1 and 4.0 × 10−4s−1 with standard errors 6 × 10−1m3.mol−1.s−1 and

5× 10−7s−1, respectively.
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Affinity chromatography results

Hydrodynamic parameter estimation

Tubing before column hydrodynamic parameters Volume of tubing before column,

Vtubes, and the Péclet number of flow in the tubes before column, Petubes, are estimated with

nonlinear least-squares fitting method from RTD measurements with sodium chloride as a

tracer at different flow rates: Vtubes = 1.98mL and Petubes = 33± 1%.

Column hydrodynamic parameters Pe is estimated with nonlinear least-squares fitting

method from RTD measurements with sodium chloride as a tracer at different flow rates:

Pe = 75± 2% for ground SBC support and Pe = 15.4± 5% for not ground SBC support.

Kinetic and mass transfer parameter estimation

Breakthroughs and purges have been performed with chromatography column filled with

ground SBC (6 experiments) and not ground SBC (3 experiments) at different flow rates

(0.5mL/min, 1mL/min, 2mL/min and 5mL/min). The inlet concentration is 9.5ng/mL for

experiments 1 to 3, 8.6ng/mL for experiment 4, 10ng/mL for experiment 6, 9.2ng/mL ex-

periment 7, 9.4ng/mL experiment 9 and 0ng/mL for experiments 5 and 8. Parameters of

the model (kon, koff , Cs,max,ground, Cs,max,notground, α) are estimated in one step from nine

experimental curves. The concentration at the outlet of the column is simulated with this

set of parameters and compared with the experimental concentration (see Figure 3 and 4).

The estimated vector parameter with the associated 95% confidence intervals is:

Pestim =



kon,estim

koff,estim

Cs,max,ground,estim

Cs,max,notground,estim

αestim


=



1.3× 102m3.mol−1.s−1 ± 14%

1.2× 10−4s−1 ± 5%

1.7× 10−3mol.m−3 ± 12%

1.1× 10−3mol.m−3 ± 13%

1.2× 10−3m
2
3 .s

−2
3 ± 35%
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(a) Experiment 1: breakthrough -
0.5mL/min

(b) Experiment 2: breakthrough -
0.5mL/min

(c) Experiment 3: breakthrough -
1mL/min

(d) Experiment 4: breakthrough -
5mL/min

(e) Experiment 5: purge -
5mL/min

(f) Experiment 6: breakthrough -
1mL/min

Figure 3: Simulated (red line) and experimental (blue dots) normalized antigen concentration
at the outlet of the system during breakthrough and purge experiments performed with a
chromatography column filled with ground SBC particles. Parameters used for simulations
are estimated by minimizing the difference between experimental and simulated data with
nonlinear least-squares fitting method.

These estimated adsorption and desorption rate constants differ from those obtained with

the BIAcore R© system, suggesting that antigen dilution buffer and/or antibody immobiliza-

tion support do have an impact on antibody/antigen interaction kinetics. The Figures 3 and

4 show that simulated and experimental data are close. The same adsorption and desorption
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(a) Experiment 7: breakthrough -
0.5mL/min

(b) Experiment 8: purge -
2mL/min

(c) Experiment 9: breakthrough -
1mL/min

Figure 4: Simulated (red line) and experimental (blue dots) normalized antigen concentra-
tion at the outlet of the system during breakthrough and purge experiments performed with
a chromatography column filled with not ground SBC particles. Parameters used for simu-
lations are estimated by minimizing the difference between experimental and simulated data
with nonlinear least-squares fitting method.

constant rates enable the fitting of simulation to experimental data for different operating

conditions (breakthrough and purges, different flow rates and different solid-phase sizes).

With the estimation performed from the nine experiments, the magnitude of the confidence

intervals is in a good range compared to that performed with only one experiment which is

about 105%.

Correlation between estimated parameters can be evaluated. The correlation coefficient

between two estimated parameters Pestim,i and Pestim,j is denoted: Corrij = (Pi, Pj). The

matrix of correlation coefficients Corrij obtained for the estimation from the nine experi-

ments is:1

11 stands for max,ground and 2 stands for max,not ground.
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(kon,kon) (kon,koff ) (kon,Cs,1) (kon,Cs,2) (kon,α)

(koff ,kon) (koff ,koff ) (koff ,Cs,1) (koff ,Cs,2) (koff ,α)

(Cs,1,kon) (Cs,1,koff ) (Cs,1,Cs,1) − (Cs,1,α)

(Cs,2,kon) (Cs,2,koff ) − (Cs,2,Cs,2) (Cs,2,α)

(α,kon) (α,koff ) (α,Cs,1) (α,Cs,2) (α,α)


=

1 −0.22 −0.98 −0.97 −0.27

−0.22 1 0.42 0.41 −0.28

−0.98 0.42 1 − 0.19

−0.97 0.41 − 1 −0.10

−0.27 −0.28 0.19 −0.10 1



The closer to 1 or -1 the coefficient Corrij is, the higher the correlation between Pestim,i

and Pestim,j is. With an estimation performed with only one experiment, the correlation

coefficients are much closer to 1 (from 0.92 to 1) than with the estimation performed from

the nine experiments. The estimation from the nine experiments with different operating

conditions instead of an estimation from a unique experiment reduces the confidence inter-

vals of the estimated parameters and the correlation between them. To reduce even more

the confidence intervals and the correlation between the estimated parameters experiments

should be performed with other operating conditions such as different inlet concentrations.

Figure 5 represents the partial derivative of the simulated outlet concentration with

respect to the estimated parameters. It shows that for the six first experiments (with ground

SBC) the outlet concentration is not sensitive to parameter α. Correlation between kon and

Cs,max is high (correlation coefficients close to 1 or -1). It can be seen that at the beginning

of the experiments, the derivative with respect to kon and to Cs,max are close but they differ
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Figure 5: Partial derivative of the simulated outlet concentration with respect to the

estimated parameters:
∂ψf (ξ=1,t)

∂kon,estim
(blue),

∂ψf (ξ=1,t)

∂koff,estim
(orange),

∂ψf (ξ=1,t)

∂Cs,max,ground,estim
(yellow),

∂ψf (ξ=1,t)

∂Cs,max,notground,estim
(purple) and

∂ψf (ξ=1,t)

∂αestim
(green). The first six experiments are experiments

with ground SBC and the last three experiments are experiments with not ground SBC.

with time. By performing longer experiments, correlation between kon and Cs,max could be

reduced.

The correlation between the parameters kon and Cs,max could have been predicted as

they are often close to each other in the mass balance equations (13) and (14). kon and koff

are also often close to each other in the mass balance equations. Consequently, to try to

reduce correlations between parameters, a new gathering of parameters is introduced and

then estimated :
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Pestim =



ton,ground = 1
konCs,max,ground

ton,notground = 1
konCs,max,notground

toff = 1
koff

Kon = kon
koff


=



4.6s± 3%

7.4s± 3%

8.0× 103s± 5%

1.0× 106m3.mol−1 ± 16%


With this new gathering of parameters, the parameters of the model kon, koff , Cs,max,ground

and Cs,max,notground can be estimated again.



kon,estim

koff,estim

Cs,max,ground,estim

Cs,max,notground,estim


=



1.3× 102m3.mol−1.s−1

1.2× 10−4s−1

1.7× 10−3mol.m−3

1.1× 10−3mol.m−3


The same values for estimated parameters are found. However, the correlations are re-

duced that allows a better unicity of the estimated parameter values. The new matrix of

correlation coefficients obtained for the estimation from the nine experiments is:2

(ton,1,ton,1) − (ton,1,toff ) (ton,1,Kon)

− (ton,2,ton,2) (ton,2,toff ) (ton,2,Kon)

(toff ,ton,1) (toff ,ton,2) (toff ,toff ) (toff ,Kon)

(Kon,ton,1) (Kon,ton,2) (Kon,toff ) (Kon,Kon)


=



1 − 0.61 −0.34

− 1 0.61 −0.24

0.61 0.61 1 0.50

−0.34 −0.24 0.50 1


.

The new gathering of parameters allows the estimation of more reliable parameter values

needful to compare the solid supports and the antibody/antigen interaction.

21 stands for ground and 2 stands for not ground.
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Conclusions

Kinetic parameters characterizing the interactions between FPSA and an anti-FPSA anti-

body immobilized on two different supports were determined with SPR and affinity chro-

matography experiments. The adsorption and desorption rate constants obtained with the

two methods differ, suggesting that antigen dilution buffer and/or antibody immobilization

support have an impact on antibody/antigen interaction kinetics. The experimental tool

enable the testing of different solid-phases to study their impact on antigen/antibody kinet-

ics and consequently on immunoassay results. This is not possible with commercial systems

like BIAcore R©. Furthermore, thanks to the experimental tool and model developed, efficient

ligand concentration on solid surface can be estimated. When immobilized, ligand denatu-

ration or conformational changes can occur. Ligands can be immobilized with their analyte

binding site not well exposed to the solution phase. The estimation of properly oriented lig-

and concentration on different supports is of main interest because it can affect immunoassay

performances.50

The kinetic model developed, that takes into account adsorption, desorption and mass

transfer processes, helps to understand and predict the complex molecular interactions that

occur in the different steps of a diagnostic immunoassay. Kinetic parameters and efficient

ligand concentrations estimated through affinity chromatography and corresponding to dif-

ferent ligands and support could be tested with a model adapted to an immunoassay system

to identify the ligands and supports which would give the best immunoassay performances.

To conclude, a mathematical model and an experimental tool to estimate its parameters

with any support of interest have been developed to describe antigen/antibody interactions

occurring in immunoassays.
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Nomenclature

Cadim Reference concentration (mol.m−3)

Cf Simulated volume concentration of analyte in column fluid (not bound

to a ligand) (mol.m−3)

Cf,exp Experimental volume concentration of analyte in solution (not bound to

a ligand) (mol.m−3)

Cint Simulated volume concentration of analyte close to the interface liq-

uid/solid (mol.m−3)

Cs Simulated volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand (mol.m−3)

Cs,max Maximum volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand (and also the

maximum volume concentration of free ligand) (mol.m−3)

Cs,max,ground Maximum volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand on ground

SBC particles (mol.m−3)

Cs,max,notground Maximum volume concentration of analyte bound to ligand on not

ground SBC pellets (mol.m−3)

C∗ Volume concentration of analyte in a fluid which would be in equilibrium

with the solid at a concentration Cs (mol.m−3)

Corrij Correlation coefficient between Pestim,i and Pestim,j

Dax Axial dispersion coefficient (m2.s−1)

Dm Molecular diffusivity (m2.s−1)

D(P ) Sum of square errors between experimental and simulated data, criteria

to be minimized in nonlinear lest-squares fitting method

dSech Exchanged area between the liquid phase and the solid phas ein the

infinitely small element of thickness dz(m2)

dVs Volume of solid in the infinitely small element of thickness dz (m3)

f Volumetric fluid flow rate (m3.s−1)

H Hessian matrix
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k Number of parameters

kc Mass transport coefficient (m.s−1)

kon Intrinsic association rate constant (m3.mol−1.s−1)

koff Intrinsic dissociation rate constant (s−1)

L Length of the chromatography column (m)

Ltubes Length of tubes between injection and chromatography column (m)

N Flux of analyte along the z axis in the chromatography column

(mol.m−2.s−1)

Nech Flux of analyte exchanged between the liquid phase and the solid phase

(mol.m−2.s−1)

Nexp Number of experimental points

P Vector of parameters to be estimated

Pestim Estimated vector of parameters

Pe Péclet number of the chromatography column, dimensionless group de-

fined as: vL
Dax

Petubes Péclet number of the tubes before chromatography column, dimensionless

group

R Radius of a particle in the chromatography column (m)

Re Reynolds number: Re = ρvε2R
µ

, dimensionless group

rads Rate of the adsorption process (mol.m−3.s−1)

rdes Rate of the desorption process (mol.m−3.s−1)

S Section of the chromatography column (m2)

Sc Schmidt number: Sc = µ
ρDm

, dimensionless group

Sh Sherwood number: Sh = 2Rkc
Dm

, dimensionless group characterizing film

mass transfer

t Time (s)

tc Time constant characteristic of mass transport processes: tc = R
3kc

=

R

3α 1
ε
R

−2
3 f

1
3

(s)
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texp,i Experimental time points at which outlet concentration is measured (s)

tstud Variable following the Student distribution with Nexp−k degrees of free-

dom

t0 Time constant characteristic of flow in the column: t0 = L
v

=
Vf
f

(s)

t0,tubes Time constant characteristic of flow in the column:t0,tubes = Vtubes
f

(s)

Vf Volume of fluid in the chromatography column (m3)

Vij Element of i-th line and j-th column of matrix H−1

2

Vtubes Volume of tubing before column (m3)

v Interstitial fluid velocity in chromatography column (m.s−1)

z Distance measured from column inlet (m)

ztubes Distance measured from injection point (m)

Greek letters

α Parameter involved in mass transport coefficient kc = α 1
ε
R

−2
3 f

1
3 . Unlike

kc, α is the same for all experiments performed in this work and can

be estimated from all experiments. It is independent of radius of parti-

cle, flow rate and void fraction of the packed bed: α = 1.09D
2
3
mS

−1
3 2

−2
3

(m
2
3 .s

−2
3 )

ε Interstitial void fraction of the packed bed

µ Fluid dynamic viscosity (kg.m−1.s−1)

ψe Dimensionless inlet volume concentration of analyte

ψf Dimensionless simulated volume concentration of analyte in column fluid

(not bound to a ligand): ψf =
Cf

Cadim

ψf,exp Experimental dimensionless volume concentration of analyte in solution

(not bound to a ligand): ψf,exp =
Cf,exp
Cadim

ψtubes Dimensionless simulated volume concentration of analyte in tubes before

column
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ψ∗ Dimensionless simulated volume concentration of analyte in the fluid

which would be in equilibrium with the solid: ψ∗ = C∗

Cadim

ρ Fluid density (kg.m−3)

σ2 Variance of estimated parameter

ξ Dimensionless space variable: ξ = z
L

for column

ξtubes Dimensionless space variable: ξtubes = ztubes
Ltubes

for tubes before column
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